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With the development of information technologies, more and more insurance
companies begin to attach great focus on motor insurance claims management and
invest lots of money on it. Furthermore, auto claims management system has begun to
mature at the same time. Design around auto claims management of system has been
an informatization strategy planning for insurance companies. Many insurance
companies have developed their own auto claims management informatization system
and their applications are highly welcomed by the market. Auto claims management
informatization system is a management platform that focuses on the procedures of
auto insurance claims. By integrating the resources of insurance companies, this
system can help them achieve automatic claims procedures, improving their claims
efficiency, seizing market share and enhancing their core competences.
This thesis firstly introduces the present situation and development tendency of
auto insurance claims system, describes the methods and key technologies involved in
the research project, including UML, use case diagrams, software model, soft
architecture and so on. Next, the author carries out requirement study and analysis
from five aspects: feasibility analysis, functional analysis, performance analysis and
data requirement analysis. After that, the system is designed based on system
architecture, system structural division, database structure, thus achieving the design
results of the whole system. At last, system implementation and test are performed
according to the design requirements and results. This part is the most important work
of this paper. By system implementation and test, the system will be shown to users.
The paper achieves the design functions such as report management, dispatching
management, surveying and loss assessment and adjustment management. Also, these
functions achieved are tested in detail. The test work has performed based on test use
cases and the predetermined test goal is finally achieved..The last one chapter is the
Conclusions and Outlook of this thesis.
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